Neuropsychological & Psychological Assessment Service

Available Evidence-Based Instruments

PERSONALITY AND PSYCHODIANOSTICS
Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI)
MMPI-2
Rorschach (with RIAT-5 software and R-PAS)
Whitaker Index of Schizophrenia Thinking (WIST)
BAI-II
BDI-II
Beck Hopelessness Scale
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS)
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (ADRS)
Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS)
SCL-90-R
SCID-I
SCID-II
MINI- International Neuropsychiatric Interview
Symptom validity: SIRS (Structured Interview of Reported Symptoms; Richard Rogers)
Available via research collaboration: Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI); PANSS

INTELLECTUAL
WAIS-IV
WAIS-III
Categories Test (brief & traditional)

MEMORY
Wechslser Memory Scale IV (WMS-IV; with scoring software)
Wechslser Memory Scale III (WMS-III; with scoring software)
Brief Visual Memory Test – Revised (BVMT-R)
Rey Complex Figure Test
Hopkins Verbal Learning Test - Revised (HVLT-R)
Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test
California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT)
Warrington battery

OTHER COGNITIVE AND NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL

Assessments of effort/malingering
Test of Memory Malingering (TOMM)
Word Memory Test (Green; computer administered and scored)
Reliable Digit Span
Hiscock Forced Choice Digits
Rey 15 Item Recall

**Brief cognitive screenings**
MMSE
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA)
Seven Minute Exam for Dementia Screening

**Stand Alone Batteries**
Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS)
Luria Nebraska-II

**Literacy/scholastic attainment**
Wide Range Achievement Test – 3rd Edition (WRAT-3)
Gates MacGinitie

**Attention & working memory**
Connors Continuous Performance test (computer administered)
Auditory Continuous Performance Test (various)
Visual Search and Attention Test
WAIS-III and WAIS-IV WMI tests

**Sensory/Perceptual**
Line bisection
Mesulam cancellation tasks
Reitan-Klove Sensory Perceptual Exam

**Language**
Boston Naming Test (BNT)
Western Aphasia Battery: Bedside Record Form
GORT-3 (Gray Oral Reading Test – Third Edition)
TOAL-3 (Test of Adolescent and Adult Language – Third Edition)
Cookie Theft writing sample (also attention to detail, abstract reasoning)

**Motor**
Dynamometer
Grooved Pegboard
Lafayette Pegboard
Finger Oscillation

**Information processing speed/psychomotor speed**
Processing Speed Index from WAIS-IV, WAIS-III
Symbol Digit (Smith)
Trail Making Test A & B

**Visuo-constructional & spatial orientation**
Hooper Visual Organization Test (HVOT)
Benton Left-Right Orientation
Benton Line Orientation
Benton Facial Recognition
Various drawing tasks (traditional bedside; e.g. clock drawing & time setting; cube copy; Bender-Gestalt)
POI (WAIS-III) and PRI (WAIS-IV) tests
Rey Complex Figure copy
RBANS Figure copy & line orientation
Warrington Visuo-Spatial Battery

**Executive**
FAS Verbal Fluency (COWAT)
Semantic Fluency Tasks
Trail Making B
Neuropsychological Assessment Battery Mazes
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST; computer administered and manual)
Luria traditional bedside tests: go-no go, graphic sequencing, complex motor programming etc.
Stroop
Tower of London
DKEFS

**Adaptive Functioning (for MR assessments)**
ICAP (interview with significant other; software for scoring/norming)
*Available via research collaborations:*
Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB)
ADASCog (dementia assessment with AD focus)
MATRICS (NIH funded Schizophrenia neuropsychological battery)

The preceding list is not exhaustive and resources are added on a continuing basis.